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 DECEMBER’S RIDDLES  

Answers on PAGE 2 
 

1. What’s Santa’s favorite snack food? 
 
2. How much did Santa pay for his sleigh? 
 
3. What do you call an elf wearing ear muffs? 
 
4. What is a snowman’s favorite snack?  
 
5.  Where does santa keep all his  
money? 

During the winter months, it’s not uncommon to see 

snow and ice on the tops of all vehicles, including straight 

trucks, intermodal containers, large trucks, trailers and 

buses.  

While this may appear harmless, snow and ice that  

accumulates on vehicles not only creates a safety hazard 

for drivers. In fact, when snow and ice fall off a car, and 

truck’s trailer on the road, the following can occur: 

 Snow blows off the vehicle roof and impairs the  

visibility of the driver or other motorist. 

 Ice falls from the vehicle and causes injury or  

property damage to other motorists. 

Because of these risk factors, it’s important for  

vehicle owners to remove snow and ice from vehicles to 

ensure safe roadways for all motorists. While it may be 

tempting for you to simply climb on top of your car and 

remove snow and ice 

manually, this should 

be avoided as it  

creates major safety 

concerns.  

 

 

The following are some safe workplace controls to  

consider when it comes to removing ice and snow 

buildup: 

 Use snow and ice removal devices, which are  

commonly found at automotive centers and other 

locations where vehicles are serviced. For  

commercial vehicles to remove ice and snow, drivers 

drive under a device, which adjusts to the height of 

the truck via a nearby control panel. Then, when the 

device is resting on the roof of the truck, drivers 

simply need to pull forward to ensure a clean roof.  

 Use a portable snow removal tool. These devices are 

lightweight roof rakes that drivers can use at ground 

level. What’s more, these devices can help drivers 

clean their roofs if they are on the road when a storm 

hits. 

Removing snow and ice from your vehicle is an important  

practice to improve road safety and reduce the likelihood 

of insurance claims or 

civil litigation. 

Portion of this article adapted from 

“Removing Ice and Snow buildup on 

trucks safely” is not intended to be ex-

haustive, nor should any  

discussion or opinion be constructed as 

legal advice. © 2022 Zywave Inc. All rights 

reserved. Reprinted with permission by the 

State of Delaware’s Insurance Coverage 

Office 
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Removing Ice and Snow Buildup on Vehicle Safely 
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Past winter weather has brought the typical snow and cold  
problems. Physical Plant will continue to remove snow, sand  
sidewalks and roads, and use chemical melters to reduce slip and 
fall hazards as much as possible. Remember, they will salt and 
melt it, but it will freeze again overnight. After a snow fall it is  
important for individuals to recognize the hazards of slippery 
walks and roadways. There are several things that can be done to 
reduce the risk of falling when slippery conditions exist.  

Here are some helpful hints: 

 Wear boots or overshoes with grip soles which should be 
made of anti-slip material such as rubber and neoprene  
composite. Slick leather or plastic soles on shoes will definitely 
increase the risk of slipping. 

 Exercise caution when entering and exiting vehicles, and use 
the vehicle for balance and support. 

 Step, don’t jump, from vehicles and equipment. 
 Don’t walk with your hands in your pockets. This reduces the 

ability to use your arms for balance if you do slip. 
 Take short shuffling steps in very icy areas. 
 Don’t carry or swing heavy loads, such as large boxes, cases or 

purses that may cause you to lose your balance when you are 
walking. 

 Avoid inclines that are typically difficult to walk up or down as 
they may be more treacherous in winter conditions. 

 Don’t step on uneven surfaces. Avoid curbs with ice on them. 
 Place your full attention on walking. Digging in your  

pocketbook or backpack while walking on ice is dangerous. 
 Keep walkways clear of debris, water, ice and slippery  

materials. 

Avoid Winter Slip-ups  
Winter Safety Tips for Walking on Snow & Ice 

DECEMBER’S RIDDLE  
ANSWERS 

1. Crisp Pringles.  
2. Nothing. It was on the house!   
3. Anything you want. They can’t hear you!  
4. Ice crispy treats  
5. At the local snow bank. 

Portions of “Avoid Winter Slip Ups” were used in this article and is not intended to be exhaustive, nor should any  

discussion or opinion be constructed as legal advice. © 2015, 2019, 2020 Zywave, Inc. All rights reserved. Reprinted 

with permission by the State of Delaware’s Insurance Coverage Office 

National Safe Toys and Gifts Month 

The holidays are upon us! Now is the time to 
gather with loved ones, eat comfort food and 
share thoughtful gifts. Unfortunately, sometimes 
even the most well-intentioned gifts can come 
with unforeseen risks. December is National Safe 
Toys and Gifts Month, making it the ideal time to 
really think about a gift before you give it.   

One of the biggest risks during this time of year 
is giving young children toys with potentially 
dangerous components, such as small parts that 
can be swallowed. Here are some general tips for 
selecting appropriate gifts: 

 Check toy labels to see what age ranges 
they’re intended for and follow those guide-
lines. 

 Consider avoiding toys with small parts that 
can be swallowed or projectiles that have the 
potential to injure or cause blindness. 

 Avoid toys with heating elements and other 
potential fire hazards. 

 Avoid toys with ropes or long elements that 
can cause choking. 

 Ensure any art supplies given say “nontoxic” 
on the packaging. 

Additionally, if you intend to gift sporting equip-
ment or similar gear, it’s also important to  
provide protective gear, such as helmets and 
knee pads. 

Understand How Work Habits   
 Influence Safety 


